Attributes are collections of descriptive information associated with an account string. Non-dollar attributes of GL account strings, such as the account Responsible Person and the Central Accounting Contact, can be viewed using The Account String Control (TASC) Form and the UAB Attribute Dictionary. The UAB TASC Form is used to access attribute information related to a specific account string.

Navigate to the UAB TASC Form
- Click the 3-lined navigator button in the top left corner of the Oracle home page
- Select UAB GL End User
- Select UAB Attributes
- Click UAB TASC Form

Enter the Account String
- Type the 7-digit Account ALIAS in the Account String field
- Or use 3-dot LOV button to open the account search
- TAB on your keyboard
- The Segment fields will populate with the appropriate values
Click the **View** button to open the TASC Form for the selected account.

Use the **tabs** to view account attributes and values:

- Click the **[<>]** button to view additional tabs not currently displayed.

**Note:** Use the [**UAB Attribute Dictionary**](#) in Oracle to look up attribute codes and code values listed on the **UAB TASC Form tabs** above.